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The time between the founding of the People's Republic of China and the basic
completion of socialist transformation is a period of transition. The Party's general line
or general task for the transition period is basically to accomplish the country's
industrialization and the socialist transformation of agriculture, handicrafts and
capitalist industry and commerce over a fairly long period of time. This general line
should be the beacon illuminating all our work, and wherever we deviate from it, we
shall make Right or "Left" mistakes.
Many policies under this general line were already set forth and decided upon in
principle in the resolution adopted at the Second Plenary Session of the Seventh
Central Committee held in March 1949. Nevertheless, many comrades were not
inclined to work in accordance with the decisions of the Second Plenary Session and
on some matters preferred to go their own way contrary to the session's decisions or
even openly violated its principles.
According to Xuanji, this is an important comment made by Mao when reviewing the draft of
Zhou Enlai' s concluding remarks at the National Conference on Financial and Economic
Work. This conference was held June 13-Aug. 11, 1953--see K. Lieberthal (1976), pp. 59-60,
and text Aug. 12, 1953. Only the Xuanji source contains both paragraphs; all others have the
first paragraph but not the second. Minor discrepanties in the text are noted.
Notes
1 The Dang de jianshe version reads here "gradually realize" or "realize step by step."
2 The Dang dejianshe version reads here "the socialist industrialization of the nation."
3 The RMRB quotation reads here "and to gradually realize the state's socialist transformation
of..."
4 See text June 15, 1953, note 1.
5 See text June 6, 1950(2), note 1.

